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LET US UPGRADE YOU TO

PHENOMENAL
Our Mission

A
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Anderson
Creative Strategies, we specialize in producing
dynamic, professional designs and creative
strategies that will reflect your personal,
company, or campaign brand as the high
quality, serious player that it is. We work
with small businesses, individuals, non-profit
organizations, and others to create a brand
that clearly says you’ve been here before.

We are audacious and bold,
resourceful and flexible. We aim to
serve and respect, by uplifting and
empowering. We seek partnerships and
value relationships. We are committed
to being creative for you and helping
you discover who you are and who
you need to be. We are your biggest
cheerleaders and can’t wait to see you
shine.

Graphic Design
We beautifully present your desired
messages to your target market in
dynamic designs, designed for on and
offline engagement.

Social Integration
We’ll help you connect with your target
market by creating, establishing, and
optimizing your social media presence
online.

Brand Development
We combine classic branding and
account planning with digital strategy,
data, and user research to find a brand’s
true capability.

OUR PROCESS
INITIAL CONSULTATION
We’ll sit down with you to
discuss your project needs
and goals.

We build strategic, engaging websites
that instantly reinforce credibility and
communicate established messaging to
intended audiences.

SERVICES

Web Design

REVIEW PROPOSAL
Next, we’ll provide you with a
comprehensive proposal of the
project based on your
consultation. This will
include pricing and timeline.

PROJECT BEGINS
Once you give us the green light, we’ll
get to work on your project, offering
periodic updates throughout to keep
you informed about progress.

FINAL REVIEW & TRANSFER
Finally, once the project is
completed, we’ll review it with you
for any final edits.Then, we’ll
officially hand the project off to
you, so you can look awesome.

Who We Are
Anderson Creative Strategies was founded in 2013 by Quentin
Anthony Anderson as a strategic communications firm, committed
to providing high quality marketing and communications services
to startups, non-profit organizations, small businesses, and
individual brands.
We exist to provide our clients with top notch professional
communications tools that help reflect their brands as the true
industry disruptors they are–upgrading their presence from simply
authentic to authentically phenomenal.
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